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Abstract
Purpose of Review The search for causal mechanisms in fire ecology has been slow to progress for two main reasons. First, many
fire ecology investigations often occur after fires, with no detailed information on fire behavior. These fire effects are then used to
infer both fire behavior and the subsequent effects themselves. Second, that fire behavior is heterogeneous at many scales both
spatially and temporally, and that heat transfer occurs in three dimensions is only now being appreciated. Spatially and temporally
resolved measurement of heat and mass transport in fires is difficult; and even when fire is measured, it is often measured in ways
that are not relevant to the effects of interest. General measurements like flame length, rate of spread, and consumption are only
approximate descriptors of a complicated energy transfer environment and are of limited use when linking fires to their effects.
Recent Findings We review both progress in biophysical fire ecology and present recent advances in technology and analytical
techniques used for measuring the fire environment. We discuss not only how models of fire-induced injury can be partitioned
into belowground, stems, and crowns but also how understanding synergy among these injuries will be necessary to improve our
understanding of fire effects. We also present how there are emerging opportunities to apply computational fluid dynamic models
to address issues of scaling in biophysical fire effects.
Summary The conceptual linkage of fire energy release to mechanistic fire effects has value beyond simply understanding postfire tree injury, function, and mortality. It can guide investigations that identify and isolate mechanisms driving other fire effects
such as soil heating, organismal population dynamics, and biogeochemistry.
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Introduction
The energy released during combustion is the fundamental
mechanism driving the ecological effects of wildland fire.
While this might seem self-evident, for decades, many authors
have pointed out that appropriate measurements of fire energy
release are necessary to uncover the causal links driving the
physical, biological, and ecological impacts of fire [1–8].
These recommendations from pioneers in the field have largely gone unheeded. Again, nearly two decades after Johnson
and Miyanishi [9] reiterated that the slow pace of discovery
was driven by a lack of appreciation of fire as a biophysical
process, the field of fire ecology still struggles to link energy
transfer to plant response. The Michaletz and Johnson [10, 11]
reviews of biophysical processes on fire-induced plant mortality emphasized that while the body of knowledge
connecting fire behavior to fire effects was growing, they noted that progress remained sluggish (see also [12, 13]). Current
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methods for predicting fire-induced plant mortality are still
largely empirical. These methods do not exhibit a wide range
of applicability and are not readily linked to duff burning, soil
heating, and surface fire behavior models [13–16]. Defining
fire as a biophysical process means understanding fire’s impact on organisms and the environment as a function of the
transfer of heat, mass, and momentum, all processes rarely
measured by fire ecologists. Furthermore, the transfer of energy from fire to organisms and the environment is heterogeneous in both space and time [17–19], which makes its quantification difficult at spatial resolutions relevant to fire effects
on individual organisms. While this criticism remains relevant
today, there have been many advances in both mensuration
and modeling that allow spatially resolved fire energy to be
mechanistically linked to ecological fire effects [20–24, 25•,
26•, 27•, 28••, 29]. Still, the field lacks a comprehensive review of these advances and their applicability towards building mechanistic models of biophysical fire effects, especially
in a spatially explicit manner.
The field of fire ecology is a relatively new discipline with
few guiding principles [30, 31]. The discipline has often focused on correlations between metrics of fire behavior and
effects [4] or using fire effects to infer both fire behavior and
the effects of fire behavior, e.g., stem char height and crown
scorch height as both an index of intensity and a predictor of
mortality (e.g., [32–34]). Often, a failure to detect an impact of
surface fire behavior on fire effects is because the surface fire
metric used—such as flame length, rate of spread, fuel consumption—cannot capture the relevant or interacting sources
of energy transfer [22, 35, 36]. Furthermore, commonly
employed measurement devices like temperature-sensitive
paints and thermocouples are often used without an understanding of how they relate to fire behavior and energy transfer [22, 37]. Though fire effects are driven by energy released
through combustion, ecologists and foresters are generally not
trained in combustion science. Conversely, physicists and engineers interested in combustion are unfamiliar with plant
ecology, despite vegetation being the source of fuels in wildland fires. This divide also extends to laboratory versus field
studies of fire and was described as the Btwo solitudes of fire
research^ by Van Wagner [38]. Bridging the two solitudes will
be critical for meaningful advances in fire ecology as was
reviewed by Johnson and Miyanishi [9]. This will require an
appreciation of concepts and terminology unique to both
camps and an appreciation in the important sources of variation in heat transfer as was reviewed in Michaletz and Johnson
[11]. In our review, we also argue progress is further hindered
by the fact that the importance of spatial and temporal variation and complex interactions among multiple mechanisms
are underappreciated. Our aims in this paper are to (1) discuss
why spatially explicit and temporally resolved wildland fire
heat transfer is critical to measure, (2) present advances in
linking these measurements to relevant biophysical

mechanisms, and (3) present a framework for fire ecology to
move this mechanistic approach into a more spatially and
temporally explicit context. Our conceptual model for understanding biophysical fire effects inherently embraces variation
in the fire environment as a critical source of fire effects
(Fig. 1). This variability is a critical element defining how fires
affect organisms and must be considered at the relevant scale.
We argue that like much of ecology in general, fire ecology is
characterized by pattern detection and scale mismatch that
hinders identification of underlying mechanisms [39].
Building on the basic framework of Michaletz and Johnson
[11], we re-examine fire effects from the ground up, from
soils, to plant stems, to crowns, and finally to landscapes, that
we believe will advance fire ecology by exploiting both temporally and spatially explicit models. We also present how
multi-dimensionality of measurements (in both space and
time) and in heat transfer itself matters for understanding
mechanisms driving fire effects. A discussion follows on
how adding appropriate spatial and temporal dimensions to
fire behavior can be used to more effectively understand the
mechanisms governing injuries in plant roots, boles, and
crowns and how these interact to influence post-fire plant
function, growth, and mortality. We also posit that to answer
questions critical for improving fire management, the field
must (1) consider fire-atmosphere interactions and (2) structure sampling to capture relevant fire and fuels metrics in three
dimensions. For example, prescribed fire practitioners can manipulate the ignition pattern of a fire in myriad ways so understanding the impacts of various ignition patterns on fire behavior is critical for achieving the desired objectives of the
burn (e.g., minimizing crown scorch, maximizing shrub mortality, and maintaining rare species populations). These objectives also must be achieved simultaneously. Furthermore, ignition pattern drives smoke production and transport, a critical
concern for fire managers. How fire ecology can inform these
decisions depends on a mechanistic understanding of complex
phenomena such as fire-atmosphere feedbacks, heat transfer,
spatial patterns of mortality, and how these drive post-fire
ecological responses. Likewise, the wildfire environment can
be as or more complex than prescribed fires. Fire energy release varies over orders of magnitude in wildfires and
assigning ecological impacts to fire requires knowledge of
the patterns of fire intensity that are rarely measured.

Moving from describing to explaining
Fire behavior and effects have been shown to be spatially
correlated with vegetation structure and pattern at relatively
fine scales (e.g., < 0.25 m2 [17, 18] and < 0.01 m2 [28]).
Previous studies have suggested that this relationship is due
to several possible cross-scale interacting mechanisms including variations in the ignition and combustion characteristics of
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Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram of
mechanisms governing fire
behavior and related biophysical
fire effects that can be explored
using empirical and modeling
approaches of time resolved
three-dimensional energy transfer.
Combustion, the central
connection among processes is
encircled by a dashed line to
indicate the combined influence
of multiple factors acting
simultaneously to drive
subsequent energy release and
effects. Although there can be
interactions and indirect effects
among fireline geometry, wind,
and fuels, we chose to isolate
fireline geometry as it, along with
fuels, are the main aspects driving
fire behavior that can be
controlled by a fire manager

contrasting vegetation types and alterations to the ambient and
fire induced air flow [40–43, 44•]. For example, the interaction among fire lines results in complex patterns of strong
buoyant updrafts which can also result in localized variability
in fire behavior and heat transfer from the fire to plant tissues
[45, 46]. Unfortunately, such fire-atmospheric interactions
have traditionally been ignored, assessed in isolation, or studied at the wrong scales required to advance our understanding
of the extent to which of various factors control fine-scale
variability in fire behavior and effects. Furthermore, the current suite of fire behavior prediction tools does not explicitly
incorporate fire-atmosphere interactions and resulting spatial
variation in heat transfer. For example, most managers and
researchers rely on modeling tools (e.g., BehavePlus, FFEFVS, FCCS) that are based on simplified non-spatial representations of forest structure and fuels [47]. Although this
approach can be useful in the context of large-scale wildfires,
it ignores the inherent spatial complexity of fuels and fire
atmospheric feedbacks that have been shown to drive surface
fire behavior and effects. To clearly understand mechanisms

of heat transfer relevant to ecological effects, it is critical to
identify the significance of the Bfuel^ and Batmospheric^ roles
independently then carefully examine their interactions, which
are often nonlinear. For example, in a dense pine stand, the
vegetation plays competing roles as it offers an abundance of
combustible material but simultaneously blocks the wind and
can even serve as a heat sink.
Recent developments in wildland fire behavior models
based upon fluid dynamics, such as HIGRAD/FIRETEC
[48] and the Wildland Urban Interface Fire Dynamics
Simulator (WFDS) [49], have provided new opportunities to
explicitly represent and understand the underlying mechanisms and interactions driving fire behavior over both space
and time. For example, recent studies have utilized these
models to gain new insight into the dominant controls of fire
spread [41, 50], three-dimensional canopy-mediated flow
[46], and spatial patterns of fuel consumption [44•, 51, 52•].
These models are also beginning to be used to predict fire
effects such as seed survival [24], plant crown heating and
cavitation [15, 53•], and plant growth and mortality [25•].
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Notwithstanding some concerns regarding model validation
[54], the advantages of three-dimensional physics-based
models over empirical or semi-empirical models are that they
can: (1) represent the three-dimensional structure of the entire
fuels complex; (2) capture nonlinear dynamics arising from
interactions among the fire, atmosphere, and fuels complex;
(3) provide predictions of fire behavior metrics that directly
relate to biophysical fire effects (e.g., heat fluxes, temperatures, gas velocities); and (4) can be extended to novel fuel
and environmental conditions.
Although advances in fire behavior modeling and new
measurement techniques have been useful for enhancing our
understanding of fine-scale spatial patterns of fire behavior,
our ability to adequately connect the modeled fire environment to post-fire effects still has several critical shortcomings.
Previous studies have shown that heat from fires can injure
plants in many ways [55], including necrosis of tissues and
organs or cavitation and deformation of xylem [10, 15, 20,
53•, 56, 57, 58••]. In addition, the loss of non-structural carbohydrate reserves [59] and the characteristics of the immediate post-fire environment may lead to further stress or the
inability to defend against secondary mortality agents such
as bark beetles [57, 60, 61•]. Taken together, fire-caused injuries are complex as are the ways that plants respond. Further
complicating the picture are species-specific adaptations to
avoid or recover from fire injury that cloud generalizations
on the impact of tissue damage. For example, long-needled
pines of SE North America regularly survive 100% crown
scorch after surface fires [62], and can recover crown function
in less than a month [63]. Variation in bark texture and thickness can determine a species’ susceptibility to stem mortality
due in part to complex boundary layer dynamics that result in
uneven heating around the stem circumference, yet this cannot
be adequately characterized by most stem heating models that
are driven by one-dimensional conduction estimates (Fig. 2).
No formal synthesis of these mechanisms has been undertaken, nor have any experiments evaluated the potential interactions of these injuries on post-fire plant growth, stress, or
mortality. Clearly, only a mechanistic approach examining
multiple hypotheses is up to the challenge.
Given the lack of experimental research, most hypothetical
models of heat transfer and the vast bulk of published research
oversimplifies the thermal environment that plant tissues are
exposed to and the underlying plant physiological responses
to injury. For example, most models relate the thermal environment as measured by the spatially averaged fireline intensity or flame length to an observable measure of injury, such as
bark char height or crown scorch [64, 65]. However, the lack
of spatial resolution and mechanistic basis of fire behavior
limits their applicability across regions, species, and the highly
heterogeneous fuel and environmental conditions that comprise many fire-prone areas. This pattern within the discipline
likely represents an inability to measure or describe fire events

a

b

c

Fig. 2 Conceptual models for understanding biophysical fire effects have
evolved to show complexity. These conceptualizations of simple 1-D or
2-D models (Varner et al. 2005) or whole tree models [11] of heat transfer,
now include an understanding of vegetation as an active driver of
spatially resolved fluxes to vegetation from fire-atmospheric feedbacks,
such as convective cooling [43]

that drive fire effects. These shortcomings ultimately constrain
the ability to predict local heterogeneity in plant injury and
responses observed. Furthermore, the ability of these tools
may be further limited when complicated fire-atmosphere dynamics significantly alter local heat exposures. Recent research suggests that treating heat as a Bdosage^ provides a
way forward to understand how heat affects plants [66••,
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67••]. In this sense, heat can be characterized as a quantifiable
dose and used to predict plant responses either at the tissue or
whole organism level. We argue next-generation approaches
where the heat dose is mechanistically linked to the response
through some relevant heat transfer mode (e.g., conduction
into a plant stem) offer the greatest promise to link local fire
behavior to the three-dimensional thermal environment and,
in turn, to specific tissue injury. For instance, Jones et al. [14]
and Chatziefstratiou et al. [23] use stem-surface heat flux to
model stem heating and injury while others [13, 56] use a
plume model that uses fire behavior variables to provide canopy exposures that are then used to model needle and branch
heating. New insights derived from a consideration of mechanisms will ultimately address why and how plants are affected by fire.
We argue that a model with a mechanistic foundation is
required to predict fire dynamics under changing conditions.
While a model’s predictive ability is often touted as the critical
measure of success, there is a critical difference between
prediction and manipulation [68]. Predictive empirical
models use knowledge of starting and ending conditions to
forecast a response without knowledge of how the system
works; manipulation requires knowledge of both how a system starts and an understanding of how a system works to
forecast responses. While there is undeniable utility in empirical models, these can be challenged not only by uncertainties
generated by climate change, altered land-use patterns, and
novel species assemblages but also by local patterns not
exploited in the model development. While many of the major
physical mechanisms driving combustion are well understood, often, the implications of these mechanisms are not
fully explored, especially in the context of the complex wildland fire environment. For example, fire behavior and variation in energy transferred is structured through convection
dominated processes, including draft dynamics of buoyant
plumes [48, 69], but most fire behavior and effects models
are simple, non-spatial and, more importantly, are correlative.
These approaches fail to adequately characterize the complexity of the physical world or the phenomena being investigated.

Moving Forward: New Tools Used to Capture
Relevant Heat Transfer and Fire Relevant
Forest Characteristics
Relatively recent technological advances have generated opportunities to capture two- and three-dimensional characteristics of both the fuels and the combustion environment. For
example, LiDAR and photogrammetry allow the threedimensional characterization of both the forest structure and
fuels from the millimeter to kilometer scales [70, 71•, 72–74].
Infrared thermal imagery has also allowed the ability to capture radiant heat transfer and temperatures of fire-heated

tissues across a range of spatial and temporal scales [26•,
27•]. Novel techniques such as background-oriented
Schlieren photography [75] and optical flow image analysis
[76] show promise in enumerating convective heat fluxes in
three dimensions. Even well-established technology such as
thermocouples can also be employed in new ways with the
widespread availability of relatively inexpensive microprocessors [77, 78]. These same microprocessors promise to allow
the deployment of extensive radiometric measurements as
well, using small infrared thermal imager chips currently
available commercially.

Soil
Belowground fire effects have remained understudied, despite
the acknowledged role of soil heating or consumption on plant
stress and mortality [35, 57, 59, 79]. When considered, belowground fire effects research has relied on coarse measurements
and relatively simple one- or two-dimensional approaches [80].
More recently, Massman et al. [81, 82] have modeled extreme
advective transfer into soils during fire, and Smits et al. [83]
studied the effects of a pile burn and a wildfire on soil thermal
properties, effects that may translate to intense wildfires and
long-term soil heating below burning duff. Improving our understanding of smoldering surface fires may be critical for understanding mechanisms of tree mortality in boreal ecosystems
that are dominated by fire regimes where organic soil horizons
are commonly consumed. For example, about 80% of the boreal forest in Russia is thought to burn in surface fires often
with much duff consumption [84–87]. In frequently burned
surface fire regimes, fuels capable of heating more than the
top few millimeters of soil are sparse and unevenly distributed
in space and time (Fig. 3). For example, woody fuels are more
frequent beneath crowns and cones in species such as longleaf
pine are produced in large quantities only intermittently over
decades. This variability in energy density has recently been
shown to drive both understory plant community dynamics
and diversity [28••, 88••]. Prior to these studies, energy transfer
was not generally considered as a direct effect on the relationship between fire and diversity, but rather as an indirect effect
by moderating competition among plants [89].
Organic and mineral soils are structurally complex and
their dynamic moisture relationships have implications for
heat transfer and subsequent impacts to plant roots [90].
Where duff ignites and combustion is sustained is often key
for understanding patterns of shrub and herb mortality [91].
The opacity of soil restricts our ability to observe heat transfer
and measurements often disrupt the physical integrity of intact
soil. While the physical structure of the soil is critical in advective heat transfer, making useful measurements is extremely difficult. In fact, soils have been referred to as a black box
for these reasons [92]. Aboveground fuels, whether fine or
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Fig. 3 Cumulative fire radiative energy release (total joules per pixel) of
fine and woody fuels in 18 months of fuel accumulation within a 1 × 3 m
thermal image of fire in a longleaf pine stand in Florida. The fire energy
was integrated for total time when pixel temperature exceeded 300 °C.

Cones released more than 10 times more energy than fine fuels, a
sufficient quantity of energy into the soil to cause mortality in normally
fire-resilient resprouting plants

woody, transfer surface fire energy to mineral soils either directly or through combustion of overlying organic horizons
[72, 76]. The thermal conductivity of soil varies widely depending on both coarse and fine-scale properties and can be
affected by heating in single fires or by repeated burning [81].
Moisture variability over time further complicates the heat
transfer properties. Because soil heating is perceived as minimal in most surface fire regimes, the focus of the bulk of fire
effects research has ignored or overlooked below-ground effects [93, 94]. Where it is considered, it is usually in the context of high-intensity fires altering soil properties such as water infiltration, nutrient dynamics, or erosion potential [95].
Soil heating in fires is driven primarily by conduction and
advection and can lag aboveground flame passage and be
slow to cool [93]. The duration of heating can be substantial
(hours to days) despite the relatively low temperatures measured below-ground (typically less than 200 °C). This longduration heating causes fine and coarse root death, root carbohydrate drain, reduced sap flux, diminished resin defenses,
and ultimately, tree death [57, 59, 61•]. Considerably less
attention has been paid to heating effects on soil microbes
[96] and biota more broadly, though clearly, fire impacts more
than just plant roots. The duration and effects of individual
heating events over longer time scales is of relevance in ecosystems where repeated burning has taken place for millennia,
a critical temporal effect often overlooked in studies of fire
effects.

around a tree’s circumference, conduction heat transfer, desiccation, devolatilization, bark swelling, and tissue necrosis
[14, 20, 23]. Key gaps include a need for model parameters
for a range of species, which are often seasonally variable, like
bark and sapwood moisture content and the current state of
modeling cannot be used to explore the potential for water
transport during fires to reduce stem heating, a phenomenon
that may explain the relative resistance to long-term basal
heating observed in some trees [97]. Bark combustion (smoldering and flaming) complicates the bark surface heat budget,
increasing heat transfer into the stem of a fibrous-barked
Australian eucalyptus species [98]. Also, the role of finescale three-dimensional fluid dynamics at the fire-bark surface
interface has remained unexplored though heat flux boundary
condition provides a means for linking the stem heating model
to fire behavior models [13]. Required to complete the link are
data (e.g., [56]) and models of convective and radiative heat
transport and deposition, including the complex fluid dynamics that govern the formation of leeward vortices and standing
leeward flames that cause uneven tree stem heating [99]. The
uneven heating of a cylindrical bole in a cross-flow [81] has
little relevance where trees are heavily buttressed, a common
feature of tropical trees, and where, as in Amazonian firstentry fires, intensities may generally be low [100]. Pinard
and Huffman [101] suggest that buttresses may protect trees,
perhaps because of the effect on fire dynamics. Bark roughness varies at a range of scales (e.g., from fissuring at centimeter scales to unevenness at millimeter scales) presenting
challenges to predicting incident heat fluxes needed by stem
heating models. Measurements of incident convective and radiant heat fluxes to tree stems using Schmidt-Boelter (copper
plug) dual sensors positioned flush with the bark surface are
problematic in that the copper plug has surface properties
different from tree bark relative to convection [20, 56]. An
inverse method based on embedded thermocouple

Stems
Plant stem heating models have received considerable attention over the decades, evolving from statistical and analytical
to numerical, with the latest incorporating the key physical
processes including heat flux boundary conditions that vary
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measurements [68] provides only net surface total heat flux
(convective and radiative flux combined). Thermal imagery
can capture the combined influence of radiative and convective heating at the relevant spatial scales (Fig. 4a).
Furthermore, digital surface models can capture the bark topography at fine scales (Fig. 4b). Deconvoluting the magnitude of radiative and convective heating using infrared thermography combined with targets of known emissivity could
be a productive method.
There are two main hypotheses for how stem heating can
influence post-fire plant mortality: the cambium necrosis hypothesis and the xylem dysfunction hypothesis [7, 10, 102,
103]. According to the cambium necrosis hypothesis, phloem
and cambium necrosis limits carbon translocation to roots, so
that root growth must rely upon stored carbon reserves. When
these reserves are depleted, fine root production ceases and
plant mortality occurs because of hydraulic failure [104].
According to the xylem dysfunction hypothesis, heating reduces the hydraulic conductivity of the xylem, which increases xylem water tensions, increases periods of stomatal
closure, and limits carbon assimilation and growth. Plant mortality may then result from hydraulic failure or carbon starvation [104, 105]. Plant mortality in fires has typically been
thought to result from cambium necrosis. The traditional
methodology for defining mortality due to fire-induced
heating of plant stems has been to define a temperature of
60 °C as the lethal temperature limit above which tissue necrosis occurs instantaneously [99]. While the lethal temperature concept may give a useful estimate for predicting plant
mortality, the shortcomings of such an approach have been
long recognized. Dickinson and Johnson [12] showed that this
approach is not intuitively sound from a biological perspective, particularly when long-duration heating at temperatures
below 60 °C occurs and causes mortality in roots in soils
below combusting duff. The process of thermally induced cell
and tissue impairment in plants is rate-dependent, governed
both by the temperature magnitude and duration of exposure
[12, 106]. Here again, a dose-dependent approach might prove
useful.
There is evidence that the hydraulics-based view for fire
effects on plants can be important [107••]. Stem heating experiments have shown that heat impairs plant hydraulic function. For example, stem heating caused reductions in sap flux
density, stomatal conductance, and net photosynthesis [55].
While these results are consistent with the xylem dysfunction
hypothesis, they are not conclusive since the experiments also
caused phloem and cambium necrosis. Thus, it is unclear
whether the results reflect limitation of fine root growth by
phloem necrosis, limitation of xylem growth by cambium necrosis, heat-induced xylem dysfunction or some completely
unexplored phenomenon. In another study, stem heating reduced the cross-sectional area of functional xylem, which reduces the hydraulic conductivity of the stem [102]. These

reductions were semi-permanent following leaf flush to remove air embolisms, suggesting that heating reduced the xylem conductivity by one or more mechanisms that were not
fully consistent with air seed cavitation alone.
Building on this work, Michaletz et al. [10] used laboratory
air injection experiments to demonstrate that heating reduces
the hydraulic conductivity of xylem via at least two mechanisms: (1) air seed cavitation resulting from temperaturedependent changes in sap surface tension and (2) conduit wall
deformation resulting from thermal softening of viscoelastic
cell wall polymers (lignin, hemicelluloses, and cellulose).
Both mechanisms were subsequently observed to reduce xylem conductivity in laboratory heat plume experiments [58••].
While air seed cavitation can be repaired, conduit wall deformation is permanent once the xylem cools and viscoelastic
polymers return to a glassy state. Thus, conduit wall deformation is especially injurious. While heat-induced cavitation and
deformation of xylem have been demonstrated in the laboratory, it has been unclear how common they are in wildfires.
Several studies provide indirect evidence for xylem dysfunction in wildfires. For example, heat transfer simulations forced
with wildfire temperature data predicted substantial reductions
in the cross-sectional area of functional xylem in tree stems
[10]. Consistent with these predictions, anatomical analyses of
fire-injured tree stems have revealed large areas of discolored,
nonfunctional xylem [108, 109]. Wildfires also reduced stomatal conductance and predawn water potential [110••], and
caused higher mortality rates compared with stems that had
their phloem and cambium removed [103]. Post-fire mortality
rates also vary inversely with wood density [111], which likely reflects the role of wood density in prevention of heatinduced cavitation and conduit wall deformation [10]. Bär
et al. [112] provided the first quantitative evidence for xylem
dysfunction following wildfire. They showed that fires can
permanently reduce xylem conductivity via conduit wall deformation, which had previously only been observed in laboratory experiments [10, 58••]. They also showed for the first
time that wildfires can permanently alter xylem vulnerability
to cavitation, rendering plants more susceptible to future disturbances such as fire [113] and drought [114]. This had not
been observed in previous studies that tested for it [10, 115].
Interestingly, reduced xylem conductivity following fires has
been observed in angiosperms but not gymnosperms, and
these results were associated with differences in the severity
of conduit wall deformation between angiosperms and gymnosperms [112]. This suggests that angiosperms and gymnosperms may differ in the kinetics of conduit wall polymer
softening, or that softened vessels and tracheids may differ
in their responses to stresses imposed by tensile sap water
[107••]. Further work is needed to identify how variation in
xylem traits operates via these mechanisms to drive variation
in fire effects and how the temperatures at which xylem deformation occur interact with tissue damage and potential
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Fig. 4 a Thermal image of a Quercus laevis (Walter) stem approximately
4 cm in diameter on fire in Florida. Temperatures are shown by color;
white ~ 700 °C and black being ambient (35 °C). The furrows in the bark
reached 180 °C with the ridges achieving a maximum temperature of
250 °C. Bark roughness mediated the variable heating through
boundary layer dynamics and the increased area over which incident

radiation is spread. b Photogrammetric digital surface model of the
Q. laevis stem at a resolution of 1 mm. Despite observing less heating
in fissures, damage to the cambium can sometimes be localized behind
the thinner bark of the fissures, indicating a complex dynamic between
bark characteristics, energy transfer and tissue injury

recovery. The glass transition of lignin is thought to occur
between 60 and 90 °C [116], temperatures above the mortality
threshold for meristematic tissue. The glass transition kinetics
and how these interact with tensile xylem water tension to
cause xylem conduit deformation is just beginning to be examined [10].

the canopy structure and the fire-atmosphere dynamics within
the crown can be resolved in three dimensions with new technology including LiDAR [73, 124] and spectral imaging
[125]. An unresolved challenge remains in discriminating between leaf-only damage (scorch) and complete crown tissue
destruction including meristematic tissue when entire crowns
are damaged.
Further exacerbating the challenge of defining scorch impacts is the taxon-specific sensitivity to crown damage implying underlying mechanisms that remain elusive. Like stems,
fire effects on crowns have traditionally been viewed through
the lens of tissue and meristem necrosis [3, 122]. Others hypothesize hydraulic failure during fire-induced convective
plumes as the mechanism explaining post-fire mortality [10,
15, 58••, 103]. While some taxa suffer high mortality at relatively low scorch thresholds and altered hydraulic properties
[107••, 112], others can experience chronic crown scorch and
show remarkable resilience to repetitive and extensive crown
damage with little or no mortality [62]. Hydraulic failure in
these taxa either does not often occur, can be rapidly repaired,
or either hydraulics or cavitation vulnerability is segmented
[58••]. For example, in longleaf pine, xylem sap flux returns to
pre-scorch rates as soon as new needles have fully elongated
[63] and scorch did not predict mortality after a wildfire [57].
Most of the physiological studies relating fire to canopy
response at the leaf or within-crown scale are based on lab
experiments, though more recent work [10, 15, 53•, 58••]
draw conclusions based on the combined use of laboratory
measurements and physical models, while Bär et al. [112]
present data from a wildfire. Kavanagh et al. [15] modeled
plume vapor pressure deficit (VPD) by mixing ambient with
combustion-generated water vapor in an integral, 2D plume
model [126]. A sharp increase in VPD associated with plume
passage observed in data [127] should be further evaluated as

Crowns
Crown damage research has long identified the interactions of
fire intensity, ambient temperature, and wind speed for convective cooling as critical variables driving canopy tissue mortality [3]. This has also led to a focus on quantifying the impact of crown scorch and consumption on tree mortality [117,
118]. While some evidence finds close correlation of mean
scorch height to fire intensity [3], simple extrapolations using
flame length or fireline intensity are often inadequate in
predicting patterns of crown scorch [119], as variation is tremendous [3]. However, connecting crown scorch to the relevant fire energy transfer mechanism of convection is challenged by the difficulty in scaling the impacts of energy flux
on individual leaves up to whole crowns [65, 117]. For example, the heating of an individual pine needle in a tree crown is a
complex balance between convective and radiative heating
and cooling rates influenced by ambient and fire-induced
flows and the geometric properties of individual needles and
their distribution within the tree crown [120–122]. This turbulent fluid flow can be organized across scales and create complex patterns of crown scorch and consumption, from an individual branch to landscapes (Fig. 5). Tree crowns or individual branches can alter turbulence and patterns of convective heat transfer [25•, 43] and thus drive localized patterns of
crown scorch. Fortunately, detailed characterizations of both
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Fig. 5 Crown streets (sensu
Haines [123]) seen on the 2007
Georgia-Florida Bay Complex in
the Okefenokee National Wildlife
Refuge (USA) illustrate the
critical role of convective cooling
through fresh air entrainment in
fast moving crown fires (Photo by
J. K. Hiers)

to how, when, and if the high evaporative demand leads
to hydraulic failure. While heat-induced hydraulic failure has been proposed as the mechanism in how convection drives canopy leaf death, there is conflicting
evidence that it is responsible for tree stress and mortality [10, 58••, 107••, 112].
Further clouding the mechanisms of how energy transfer
damages tissue are the methods used. For example, historical
approaches have relied on water baths to determine temperature thresholds of plant tissue death [58••]. Lethal temperature
thresholds are often used in biophysical fire effects studies
with poor understanding of the implications of how a tissue
is heated. For example, many important proteins and membrane constituents denature at 60 °C as plant organs heat but
the dynamics of heating is a complex balance of heat transfer,
heat sinks, and cooling that belies a simple temperature threshold. The duration of heating and the interactions of leaf and
crown boundary layers complicate a simple binary threshold
concept for foliar death and likely other tree and shrub tissues
as discussed above. Clearly, there exists a further opportunity
to apply a dose-response approach in the canopy as well. The
degree of crown heating occurs across a wide range from
undetectable during low-intensity surface fires to complete
crown consumption. Energy transport in wildland fires varies
greatly in time and space [128] and the past decade has seen
many emerging technologies that will continue to provide
insight into the three-dimensional time resolved fire energy
transfer to canopies. Plant physiological function would likely
also show a wide range of both thresholds and responses
across this spectrum of heating and in situ advanced spatially
explicit measurements of fire heat fluxes are necessary to understand these mechanisms.

Linking Plant Tissue Injuries to Whole-Plant
Function
One of the primary fire effects relevant to fire managers
is predicting patterns of post-fire tree mortality.
Numerous studies have focused on how fire injures
and kills trees, but the clear majority do not relate direct
heat flux to the patterns of mortality. Statistical models
continue to constrain our understanding and prediction
of fire effects. Recently, many have begun to critique
statistical approaches and present frameworks for more
processed based models that incorporate heat transfer,
tissue necrosis, and physiological effects and integrate
effects of injury to different parts of the plant [98,
129, 130].
Despite our growing knowledge of how plant physiology
responds to fire and other disturbances such as drought and
insect outbreaks, we still have a limited understanding of how
the responses interact to control whole-plant function and
mortality, especially over longer time periods [11, 131, 132].
A better understanding of cumulative injury from tissue damage to plant mortality is needed. Plants are integrated networks
of organs that exchange resources to maintain physiological
function, thus damage to any organ can cause mortality, but
damage to multiple components may act synergistically or in
nonlinear ways. Most frequently, plant mortality in response
to fire is assumed to result largely from thermal damage to
tissues, such as foliar scorching, bud death or cambial necrosis
in stems or branches, or heat-induced embolism in stems or
branches [11, 14, 15, 20, 53•]. These different injuries influence tree physiology in multiple ways. For example, scorched
foliage imposes a carbon deficit that requires repayment from
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stored reserves, but also represents a cost of lost assimilation
during the period between leaf death and foliage replacement
and a loss of nutrients bound in dead leaves. Damage to the
cambium and buds that results in necrosis can impact the
transport of photosynthate throughout the plant, limit uptake,
and can be irreparable. Heat-induced embolisms can impact
water transport and thus rates of assimilation, potentially leading to hydraulic failure or carbon starvation. Even the carbon
starvation and hydraulic failure hypotheses central to the
mechanisms of fire injury described above might not be universal or might only partly explain plant mortality [133].
Besides unexplored aspects of fire impacts on plant function
such as nutrient availability for tissue repair, the search for a
single causal mechanism might be futile due to interactions
and cascades of indirect effects of damage. For example, the
lack of sufficient carbohydrates to maintain osmoregulation
led to hydraulic failure in pinyon pine [105]. There remain
many possible avenues of interacting fire driven impacts on
plant function that remain to be explored. Any single one of
these mechanisms, or a combination of them, could lead to
mortality. Despite how common fire is across the landscape,
we still have a relatively poor understanding of how these
different types of damage interact to cause mortality. Needed
are models that mechanistically link fire injuries to wholeplant carbon, nutrient, and water budgets [10] perhaps using
a dose-response approach. Such a framework can be used for
plant responses to multiple disturbance stressors such as
drought and insects and is a next step towards incorporating
cumulative disturbance impacts into climate–vegetation
models [114].

Fire Measurement and Modeling across Scales
Recent theory shows how post-fire mortality of individuals
scales up via community size-frequency distributions to determine post-fire ecosystem stocks and fluxes such as total standing biomass, productivity, and stand transpiration [104].
However, a better characterization of landscape scale fire behavior is still needed. While conceptualizing plant damage
and mortality as a dose-dependent function is a clear advancement over logistic regression models common in fire effects, a
clearer understanding of variation in the fire environment is
needed to advance such concepts to landscape scale predictions of mortality. Mortality of trees is also complicated by
landscape factors that challenge the scaling of biophysical
effects. As integrated organisms with functional redundancy
to fire-related damage [57], spatial patterning of fire effects
can control cumulative impacts of tissue damage responsible
for patterns of mortality. This scaling up of biophysical effects
is also complicated by difficulty in the characterization of
convective energy flux (particularly in crowns) and the influence of non-fire related sources of stress such as drought and

insect outbreaks that can influence mortality [113, 114, 131,
134]. Patterns of damage, e.g., aggregated versus disaggregated, can interact with beetle population dynamics and other
classical second-order fire effects to drive mortality [134].
While such landscape variation may challenge scaling of biophysical fire effects, there is opportunity in linking effects of
fluid dynamics approaches to energy transfer in complex fire
environments at broad scales. Currently, the only measurements of fire energy transport that can conceivably be made
across multiple spatial scales at high temporal resolution are
remotely sensed fire radiation [22, 27•, 135] (Fig. 6). Even so,
fire radiation measurements are complicated by a lack of
confidence in accuracy and precision especially at large
spatial scales [26•] and by challenges associated with
temporal under-sampling [71•]. Examples of fire radiation mapping at relatively fine spatial scales in the literature are derived from overhead (nadir) spaceborne and
airborne imagers [26], as well as terrestrial imagers on
tripods, towers, and oblique platforms [27•]. Once spatiotemporal fire radiation data are in hand, the challenge
becomes inferring the magnitude of other kinds of heat
transfer, especially convective energy which can account
for a large proportion of the energy dissipating from the
combustion zone [128, 136].
Fire and plume models can also provide inputs to fire effects models in high spatial and temporal resolution.
Relatively simple plume models (e.g., [126]) could be driven
by remotely sensed fire radiation measurements. Coupled fireatmosphere models are even better suited to providing ecologists with highly resolved inputs to effects models. Examples
of the application of coupled fire-atmosphere models to ecological problems include the use of WFDS to provide information on gas mixing into tree cavities during fires as a means
of assessing cavity-nesting bird vulnerability to smoke [137],
as well as to predict cone heating and seed survival in highintensity forest fires [24]. The convective environment of
wildland fires creates dramatic temporal variation in fluxes
[50]. While we have reviewed above the recent advances in
the physiological linkages of convective heat to plant injuries,
understanding variation in these fluxes is critical in overcoming thermal inertia, creating variation in evaporative demand,
and mixing local boundary layers. Within the context of wildland fires, however, the balance between convective cooling
and heating appears to be the dominant heat transfer mechanism [30, 41, 43, 52•, 128]. The convective fluxes of wildland
fires can vary at frequencies greater than 100 Hz and can
significantly exceed radiant heating magnitudes [128]. The
rate of change in these convective fluxes are contextual and
dependent on the intricacy of fireline interactions, fireatmospheric feedbacks, crown position, and canopy roughness. Thus, scaling results to predict biophysical fire effects
still requires an even greater understanding of variability in
fire behavior that challenges simple characterizations of dose-
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Fig. 6 Uncalibrated relative fire
radiated flux density (Wm−2)
from a mosaic of Wildfire
Airborne Sensor Program
longwave IR imagery. Image is
from a 151-ha forested unit (L2F)
burned during the RxCADRE
2012 campaign [26•]

dependent mortality, though coupled fire-atmosphere modeling can provide a way to overcome these challenges.
Applying highly resolved, physics-based fire models to
ecological problems across scales requires adequate and accurate input data. These inputs include three-dimensionally resolved fuels and spatially and temporally resolved weather
and fuel moisture. Three-dimensional fuel structure captured
through terrestrial laser scanning (TLS, or terrestrial LiDAR,
Fig. 7) provides a complete representation of both overstory
stand structure and midstory and understory fuels [73]. Good
measurements of local turbulence and pre-fire ambient flow
data are also critical for understanding convective cooling
dynamics which drive energy flux to the canopy [43, 44•].
Any serious effort to bring process-based models into the
realm of operational fire effects forecasting will require development of a more robust fire behavior predictive infrastructure
at landscape to regional scales given the complexity of the
processes involved [138, 139]. The Integrated Fuels
Treatment Decision Support System (IFTDSS) models fire
effects by combining existing fire (e.g., BehavePlus) and fire
effects (e.g., CONSUME, FOFEM) software and datasets including LANDFIRE fuels, forest structure, and biophysical
settings layers [140]. LANDFIRE layers were developed for
national assessments but are often being used for modeling
fire behavior locally [141, 142]. For example, the Wildland
Fire Decision Support System (WFDSS) is used on federal

fire incidents in the USA [143] and, among other functionality, provides fire spread forecasts using LANDFIRE layers
(https://wfdss.usgs.gov/wfdss/WFDSS_Home.shtml
accessed April 3, 2018). WFDSS does not currently forecast
ecological effects [139]. IFTDSS has incorporated the
WindNinja modeling package [144] to extrapolate wind
speeds from sparse measurement locations in complex
topography, improving fire behavior prediction. However,
all these tools are still rooted in semi-empirical fire spread
models that are uncoupled to the atmosphere with all their
inherent limitations. The increasingly wide availability of airborne LiDAR [145] will ultimately result in better fuels and
vegetation description and, thus, fire behavior and effects forecasts. As more sophisticated tree mortality models are incorporated into operational fire effects forecasting, physiologically relevant variables such as site water status and related tree
stress could be obtained from coupled hydrology and ecosystem process models [139].

Linking Fire Behavior to Fire Effects
in the Future
Developing operational scale predictions of biophysical fire
effects must go beyond a post hoc evaluation of the thermal
fire environment. Using models of appropriate dimensions
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Fig. 7 Example TLS three-dimensional output of a frequently burned
longleaf pine area in north Florida, representing the sub-cm scale
structure of the surface fuels through the canopy may clarify controls

on convective cooling within the crown. The majority of trees in this
TLS point cloud are of overstory stature with a height of 30–33 m and
diameters ranging from 20 to 100 cm

combined with a dose-dependent relationships of tree injury to
predict fire effects will better inform fire management.
However, there still will likely be a gap in the ability to
achieve desired management results both due to model insufficiency and when the application of fire is constrained by
other parameters beyond potential ecological effects.
Experienced fire managers intuitively understand that local
scale variation in fuels, both in composition, arrangement,
and moisture, influences fire behavior, but no decision support
tools currently exist that acknowledge the impact and importance of this variation. Recent studies have shown that this
fine scale variability in fuels is critical in driving fire behavior
[17, 18, 146] and that variation in fire behavior is critical to
individual plant and community responses at those fine scales
[28••, 67••, 88••, 147].
Even though it has long been recognized that vegetation
composition, structure, and pattern are important drivers of
fire behavior and effects, the relationship between fuels, fire
behavior, and fire effects have still not been well-developed.
Previous research has primarily assessed these relationships in
isolation and focused on stand averaged values thus
preventing the development of tools and frameworks that allow for the spatial prediction of fire effects. Recently developed physically based models [43] are an exception, given
that they incorporate multiple interacting controls of fire behavior. Manipulative experimental approaches—and the development of more experimentally tractable model systems
for testing theoretical predictions are sorely needed, as is

collective insistence upon rigorous standards for field-based
model parameterization and validation. Fire ecology as a discipline must see greater efforts to explore interacting elements
of fuels, atmospheric flows, fire behavior, and resulting effects
on target vegetation. The theoretical drivers of feedbacks seen
in mechanistic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling
frameworks should be used as a guide to test those assumptions in the field through holistic, empirical sampling of combustion structure within surface fires. Researchers must seek
novel and advanced measurements and statistical methods to
decompose CFD model outputs to identify drivers of spatial
organization in the combustion environment and using model
predictions, direct investigations of these complex feedbacks
represented in surface fire regimes across scales. Field observations are essential to explore how model results deviate
from actual fire behavior and identify other sources of variation that influence combustion but might not be captured by
the model. Fire effects on plants should be placed in the context of heat flux, damage as a dose response, and the understanding of wounding as a function of changes in flux at relevant time scales rather than simple integrations of time temperature profiles.

Conclusions
Understanding biophysical mechanisms of fire effects requires
observations be scaled to the phenomena under study.
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However, many emergent properties such as delayed tree mortality are not necessarily the aggregate effect of small scale
phenomena. This reality already challenges the application of
mechanistic studies from labs and wind tunnels while overwhelming experiments in the field. The conundrum for advancing our understanding of biophysical fire effects lies in
the matching of scales between observable fire behavior and
ecological fire effects. Successful evolution of current understanding will be best achieved through interdisciplinary research teams combining ecological and engineering expertise
using appropriate methods for characterizing energy, momentum, and mass transport. The complexity of fire has been
underappreciated in interpreting biophysical fire effects, as
such we conclude in this review that too many studies document ecological effects with incomplete and/or inadequate
measurements of antecedent fire behavior. This reliance on
post hoc estimates of fire intensity and the heterogeneity of
the fire environment has hampered the progress of the discipline. In many fire ecology studies, fire is too often treated as a
single uniform disturbance event rather than the recognition
that each event represents a range of disturbances whose effects are driven by important sources of heterogeneity at multiple scales. The complexity of fire energy transfer and
their ecological effects is both intrinsic, driven by fireatmosphere-fuels interactions, and extrinsic, driven by
the interactions of heat transfer with species traits and
their landscape context. Fortunately, emerging technologies combined with spatially and temporally resolved
physics-based models of energy transfer promise to help
elucidate the mechanisms driving biophysical fire effects
and create a dynamic cross-disciplinary interface for advancing wildland fire science. Tools available to managers in the near-term will continue to rely on empirical
correlations, while advances in mechanism and modeling tools will gradually offer more operational planning
tools to relate variation in fire behavior to management
relevant fire effects.
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